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experience

Web Designer 

UX/UI Designer 

Design Fellowship

Zoom UI Redesign

FTEX Website

Dec ’20 - Jun ’21

Jan ’21 - Present

May ’20 - Jul ‘20

May ’20 - Jul ‘20

Jan ’21 - Present

ui/ux designer

contact

jxmjunsu@gmail.com

xiaomengjiang.net

1 438 464 1908

C3G, Montréal, QC

FTEX, Montréal, QC

Design Collective, San Francisco Bay Area, US

Partnered closely with stakeholders to determine contents for the 
website. Created the style guide to maintain visual consistency 
across all components. 

Lead the company website design. Responsible for the user 
experience and aesthetics of the website. Work closely with 
developers, industrial designer and marketing team to oversee the 
core experience of the future version of the website.  
In charge of the UX and UI design of the app, which is expected to 
launch the beta version in Jan 2022.

Redesigned Zoom Meeting UI and redefined search function. The 
post of the final work received over 1000 views on LinkedIn.

projects
skills

Interaction Design 

Mobile Design  

Web Design 

Motion Design 

Responsive Design 

Wireframe 

Sketching 

Prototyping  

Mandarin, Japanese, French

tools

Adobe CC Suite 

Figma 

Principle 

Wordpress 

Jira

education

McGill University - M.Ed
2017-2019
Montréal, QC

Hitotsubashi University 
2015-2016
Tokyo, JP

Peking University - B.A
2013-2017
Beijing, CN

Worked with Design Collective to redesign the UI of Zoom 
Meetings.

Work with developer and marketing team to create contents and 
maintain high-quality user experience. The website includes pages 
such as product pages, purchase pages, tech page, news page 
and some other pages.

Refreshed the interface with a new blue palette and animations. 
Added new features, such as quick search for meetings and daily 
meeting highlighter.

As an efficient branding and marketing platform of a tech startup, 
the website has functions satisfying both the needs of B2B and 
B2C. The website has contributed to the rapid growth of the 
company and the establishment of some significant commercial 
connections.


